
 
 

                       

Haunted House 

1. Score Basic Black base at 4 ¼”, fold & Burnish. 

2. Run one of the Gorgeous Grape through the machine using the Painted Texture Folder. Layer onto 

the front of base. 

3. Run the scrap black through the machine using the Dies from the bundle. Layer the house in the 

middle of cut out as shown.   

4. Die cut the moon using Die from set and place behind trees as shown. Adhere Vellum to back of 

House cut out. Attach to middle of Designer paper on front. 

5. Using the Black Glitter Washi Tape go around the 3 edges omitting the bottom. 

6. Fold 4” of the ribbon in half wrap around bottom of the DSP and the cut out, adhere on back. Adhere 

to the base in the middle of the front. 

7. Stamp sentiment on scrap of Smoky Slate using Memento. Die cut using Banner Die from set. Go 

around the edges with Memento using a Dauber or Blending Brush. Attach using Dimensionals to 

middle of ribbon. 

8. Place Basic White piece into Stamparatus, Lay ribbon at bottom but don’t adhere, we’re using it to 

gauge distance. Place the stamp upside down with the 3 ‘goblins’ on right side over where the ribbon 

will be. Pick up the stamp with Stamparatus plate, then ink with Memento close lid, do this as many 

times as it takes to get a dark crisp image.  Go over the ENTIRE White with Gorgeous Grape ink and 

Blending Brush. Attach to Gorgeous Grape. Wrap ribbon now and adhere to back as shown. Attach 

inside.                                                  

Supplies 

Stamps: Scary Cute Bundle 

Inks: Memento Tuxedo Black, Gorgeous Grape 

Paper: Basic Black 5 ½” x 8 ½”, 2 ½” x 4 ½” (scrap) 

Basic White 3 ¾” x 5” 

Gorgeous Grape 4” x 5 ¼” (x2) 

Lights Aglow 6” x 6” DSP  3” x 4 ¼” 

Crushed Curry Small scrap for moon 

Smoky Slate 1” x 2 ¼” (sentiment) 

Vellum 2 ¼” x 2 ¾” 

Embellishments: Metallic Mesh Ribbon, Glitter Washi Tape 

Tools: Painted Texture 3D embossing folder, Stamparatus, 

Blending Brush 

 


